Math 1152 – Midterm 3
Thursday, April 5, 2018
7:05-8:00 PM

Lecturer | TA | Exam Room
---------|----|-------------
Johnson, John | Bainbridge, Gabriel | MQ-0264
Heersink, Byron | Sun, Jiawei | HH-0180
| Leung, Wing | HH-0180
Flipped and Flexible | Borland, Alexander | SH-0100
| Heersink, Byron | SH-0100
Talamo, Jim | Dinitz, Thomas | EA-0160
| Hynes, John | EA-0160

When you arrive, your TA will show you where to sit.
NO CALCULATORS. NO ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Please arrive at least 10 minutes early to the exam!

Make-Up Exam Information
Friday, April 6, 2018
8:00-8:55 AM
Room: HI-0131

Make-Up Exams require permission slips from your lecturer.
Bring BOTH your Buck ID and permission slip to the make-up exam!

EA – 209 W. 18th Ave
HH – Hagerty Hall
HI – Hitchcock Hall

MQ – MacQuigg Laboratory
SH – Stillman Hall